TADSS Training Catalog

Casket
Full sized casket for training funeral detail

Graves registration kit
The Graves Registration (GRREG) kit is a hands-on
exportable device used to train and evaluate
personnel in graves registration operations and
procedures.

DVC# L 08-76

DVC# T 10-020
PN: 691001C915828

Compass, mock-up
Visual aid for Compass Training

Armor vehicle models
A set of three-dimensional models of solid hard
plastic are 1/35th scale models of American and
foreign nation armored vehicles.

DVC# L 08-76

DVC# T 17-102
PN: 691001C117753
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Display board stand
3 foot high tripod.

Radiac set, antenna group
Antenna kit for are chemical scanning
DVC# 03-15
NSN: 6665014428217

SINCGARS mock up
A 5:1 mockup of the SINCGARS radio. The device
is fabricated with the knobs and buttons of the RT
1523D SINCGARS radio.
DVC# T 11-061
PN: 691001T000874

Identification board
Two dimensional plastic replica training board sets.
These recognition boards will show actual
dimensions of the ordnance items, enhancing the
Soldier's ability to recognize UXO hazards.
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CAM simulator
Provides realistic training for the CAM. Replicates
system employment as closely as technology will
permit.
DVC# 03-16
NSN: 666599001998

Escalation of Force Dismounted Module
This kit is used to train soldiers to interact with the
local populations. The kit includes a Phraselator,
Voice Response Transmitter, Bullhorn, Searchlight,
Restraints, and assorted support items.
DVC# 99-116
PN: L-99-116

Pugil equipment
Foam padded tubes that are 5 ½ in diameter.
Training in one-on-one pugil techniques increase a
Soldier's skill in rifle-bayonet fighting, aggression
and confidence. This training furnishes the fighter
with an opponent who can think, move, fight back,
and (most importantly) make corrections. Safety
equipment is also available.
DVC#
Pugil Stick PN: L-20-107-BRG
Pugil Glove: PN: L FB07-01D
Pugil Helmet SM/MED Red: PN: A-3063
Pugil Helmet M/L Black: PN: A-3180

Escalation of Force kit Checkpoint Module
This kit provides various items used to set up
checkpoints (TCP) and search vehicles and people.
The kit includes signs, lights, mirrors, barriers, and
scanners.

